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Abstract 

Two thousand "puppet-anchor" YouTube videos - real anchors copy-pasted from other 

clips with their mouth covered and their voice machine-generated - were uploaded and 

received 30 million view counts since 2020. This article illustrates that the identical 

publication times pattern and similar pro-China contents across these videos from eight 

channels suggest a new type of coordinated information operation, which were later 

officially confirmed and were taken down by YouTube. This article then discusses 
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several advantages of these puppet anchor videos, including its low cost, enhancing 

the apparent legitimacy of disinformation, and helping the elder generation to consume 

the propaganda. 
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Introduction 

This commentary illustrates a new type of information operations: puppet anchor channels 

on YouTube. Figure 1 shows the screenshot of four different puppet anchor channels streaming 

before October 10, 2021. In these four videos, an anchor sat on the stage and introduced a news 

story, with the transcript presented at the bottom (or the middle) as well as a logo swirling on the 

top left corner. At the same time, these anchors acted unlike real humans: their body movements 

repeated every few minutes and across different videos (like the two bottom screenshots from two 

channels in Figure 1).  Their voices were machine-generated (similar to voice produced by Google 

Translate), and the content they read was all from China-affiliated news articles. Their mouths 

were covered by a big microphone, so the audience could not examine whether their lips and voices 

matched. Clearly, these human-like anchors were copy-pasted from other videos and only served 

as speakers for China-affiliated news content. They are puppet anchors.  



 
 
 

  
 

   

 

Figure 1. Screenshot of four puppet anchor YouTube channels, October 10, 2021.  

 

Research Method and Data Collection 

How many Puppet Anchors are there on YouTube? During the data collection period, from 

June 2020 to October 2021, this article identified eight YouTube channels sharing four puppet 

anchors. These eight YouTube channels were identified manually: the first channel was found in 

June 2020, and the remaining channels were found by the following methods: (1) Some channels 

were mentioned in other channels’ “Channels” or “About” sections. (2) Some channels have sim-

ilar descriptions and can be searched by specific keywords (e.g., “...this channel‘s view count) is 

recently covered by dark clouds, please watch this to help it find the sunshine again!”). (3) Some 

channels were found through searching terms related to Chinese propaganda on YouTube (e.g., 

“Biden just surrendered!”, “It just happened! China wins again!”, ''Tsai Ing-wen cried for help!”). 

This article then checked to see if the videos contained puppet anchors.  



 
 

Through October 10, 2021, we successfully identified eight channels containing puppet an-

chors. Subsequently, this article used the tuber library in R 4.1.1 to crawl the information of these 

eight channels, including the list of all videos, view counts, descriptions, hashtags, publication 

dates, titles, comments, like counts, and video links. This article also downloaded the YouTube 

videos. This article then analyzed the variables through descriptive analysis. The publication date 

was transformed from GMT to Beijing’s official time zone (Palmer 2019). 

 

Result 

Finding 1: The emergence and spread of puppet anchor videos 

Through October 10, 2021, the overall view count of the eight puppet anchor channels is 

31.5 million, and the number of videos uploaded is 2148. The number of puppet anchor channels 

increased from 3 in 2020 to 8 in 2021. The screenshot of these eight puppet anchors channels can 

be found in Appendix A4. Figure 2 shows that the number of videos uploaded has increased from 

around 20 per week (3 per day) in early 2021 to 90 per week (12 per day) in October 2021. Evi-

dence that these videos were also spread through Line and Facebook can be found in Appendix 

A1.  

 

 

Figure 2 Total number of puppet anchor videos uploaded by the identified channels, 2021 

 



 
 
 

  
 

   

Finding 2: Evidence of potential China-related coordination 

There are three pieces of evidence that these channels coordinated with each other, and the 

pattern suggests that these channels may originate from China. The first evidence is the time the 

videos were published. In Figure 3, the left column shows the distribution of the publication times 

(in Beijing’s Time Zone) for the eight channels in 2020, while the right column shows the publi-

cation times in 2021. In 2020, only three channels published puppet anchor videos; the first video 

was usually uploaded before noon, while the second was published around 5pm. The distribution 

is similar to coordinated behaviors of the Chinese cyber army on Twitter (Author Removed 2020). 

In other words, the publication times suggest that the videos were created by employees during 

working hours, not by amateurs after class or work. Moreover, the noon-2pm relative silence could 

be the result of the lunch break for Chinese officials (Palmer 2019, Author Removed 2020).  

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Distribution of the publication time of the eight identified channels, 2020 - 2021 

 

Interestingly, all three channels changed their publication pattern simultaneously at the start of 

2021 and the other five emerging puppet anchor channels also followed this new pattern. The right 

column in Figure 3 suggests that these channels uploaded videos before noon, around 4pm, and 

around 8pm. The same lunch break remains. The same pattern and the same change of pattern 

suggest that these channels are coordinated. YouTube’s decision to delete all these channels (men-

tioned in the Implication section above) confirms this inference.  

The second piece of evidence linking China to the content coordination is that these channels 

promoted the same pro-China topics at the same time. Figure 4 shows three major topics covered 

by these channels in late 2021; each color represents a different channel, and the Y axis is the 

number of videos mentioning specific topics per week. Between Week 28 and Week 46, all chan-

nels attacked the Medigen Vaccine, a COVID-19 vaccine developed in Taiwan with help from the 



 
 
 

  
 

   

United States. Between Week 35 and 38, all channels shifted to support Chang Ya-chung, an ex-

tremely pro-China KMT chairmanship election candidate who openly supports immediate unifi-

cation with China. After Chang lost in the KMT chairmanship election on September 25th, the 

channels no longer mention him. Similarly, on Week 39 and Week 40, all channels suddenly focus 

on 3Q (Bo-Wei Chen), a pro-independence legislator whose recall election took place on October 

23rd.  

The last (and perhaps weakest) evidence of China’s involvement can be found in the video 

description and publication date. Although most of the video descriptions and transcripts are writ-

ten in traditional Chinese (mainly used in Taiwan and Hong Kong), many simplified Chinese char-

acters are also found (mainly used in China and other overseas Chinese communities). Besides, 

several terms are only used by simplified Chinese speakers. For example, traditional Chinese calls 

a video “Ing-Pien”, while simplified Chinese calls it “Shih-Ping.” In addition, one channel self-

claimed that it is located in Hong Kong. (Other examples can be found in Appendix A5.) Addi-

tionally, there is a noticeable decline in the number of videos in mid-February and the first week 

of October, and the decline exists across all channels. Mid-February 2021 was the Chinese (Lunar) 

New Year and October 1st is the National Day of the People’s Republic of China. People in China 

usually have a week off during these two periods (but not in Taiwan). Nevertheless, simplified 

Chinese terms are used, and the Lunar New Year is celebrated, by overseas Chinese so this last 

piece of evidence may not be able to exclude the possibility that the videos were from overseas 

Chinese content firms, such as those found in Malaysia (Liu et al. 2019). 

 



 
 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Specific topics promoted by the puppet anchor channels, 2021 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Number of puppet anchor videos uploaded by the identified channels, 2021 



 
 
 

  
 

   

 

Discussion 

Puppet anchors in China’s information operations  

These puppet anchors may serve as one of the new tools in China’s information strategy. Pre-

vious studies show the Chinese government employs a broad stroke social media strategy focused 

on mass messaging, encouraging self-censorship rather than direct confrontation, creating an en-

vironment of uncertainty. Direct censorship on the internet has proved less effective as journalists 

frequently develop tactics to circumvent direct measures such as filters or blockers, and risks ele-

vating debates rather than quieting them (Xu 2015, Lorentzen 2014). Instead, China has developed 

indirect methods to address anti-government sentiment online. China intentionally keeps what 

online activity prompts government crackdown opaque, leaving activists unclear on how far they 

can push, leading them to self-censor to ensure they do not cross that line (Stern and Hassid 2012, 

Xu 2015). Most notably, China employs “strategic distraction” through mass posting efforts, such 

as the famed 50c army, generating positive messaging either passively to create noise and lessen 

the visibility of anti-government posts or actively to distract from controversial discussions and 

change the topic (King, Pan, and Roberts 2017).  Low cost, easy to produce puppet anchors would 

be another application of this strategy to video social media, enabling the same mass posting strat-

egy to create noise and shift the discussion.  

The content of these videos center on attacking the ruling party in Taiwan, building up the 

legitimacy of China, and delegitimizing U.S. involvement with Taiwan.  Mass produced videos 

that appear as legitimate news that use clickbait keywords to achieve a high number of views 

would serve the same strategy detailed above on the mainland, just with the reverse goal of elevat-

ing negative discussions and anti-government sentiment.  



 
 

Recently, (Author Removed 2020) found that the text-image on Twitter is more important than 

the 140-word post in explaining the discourse of the Chinese cyber army as well as the criteria for 

censorship by Twitter. The article also suggests that China may promote its propaganda through 

YouTube videos, not just words or text-images. Moreover, the YouTube link implies the likelihood 

of cross-platform coordination. One can share the YouTube link containing the puppet anchor in 

private messaging apps or on Facebook. This article found some evidence in Appendix A1 that 

these puppet anchor videos were shared through Facebook and Line. If a viewer sees the same 

anchor across channels (or in multiple videos) the increased familiarity may result in a greater 

willingness to accept the content (Lu and Pan 2021). 

 

Advantages of puppet anchor videos 

The first advantage of a puppet anchor video is its low cost. All content can be reused (and the 

duplicated format implies the likelihood of auto-generation. For example, python can be used to 

automatically download hot Tiktok videos, combine several of them, create a thumbnail, and then 

upload it to YouTube.1 China has previously employed this mass generation technique in its social 

media strategy through mechanisms like the 50c army as discussed above.  

The second advantage is the design of the thumbnail and clickbait title. Appendix A2 shows 

the screenshots of the front page of all puppet anchor YouTube channels on October 10, 2021. All 

eight of the YouTube channels that appear in this study have similar thumbnails that feature the 

following: photoshopped pictures of influential people from China, Taiwan, and sometimes a west-

ern country such as the United States or Australia; followed by an attention-grabbing header with 

 
 
1 https://medium.com/@remco.van.akker/we-created-an-automated-youtube-channel-in-python-and-it-went-viral-9bffee426114. 

Access: November 23, 2021 

https://medium.com/@remco.van.akker/we-created-an-automated-youtube-channel-in-python-and-it-went-viral-9bffee426114


 
 
 

  
 

   

a provocative title in red, yellow, green, or blue. This phenomenon is known as clickbait, or the 

use of flamboyant psychological methods to capture the attention of viewers resulting in a click 

on the video. There are two easily identifiable aspects of clickbait: the use of provocative syntax 

and diction, as well as the use of bright colors to draw in the attention of the viewers (Hanada 

2020). The provocative aspect may take advantage of viewers’ natural inclinations to want to sat-

isfy their curiosity (Loewenstein 1994, Lu and Pan 2021, Potthast et al. 2018). The clickbait titles 

purport to offer information that the viewer does not already have, and this prompts the viewer to 

want to click to fill the information gap.  

 These thumbnails follow this method exactly. First, almost all videos include clickbait titles 

such as: “must read today! (本日必看)”, “cannot miss this! (不能錯過)”, “the true story! (真相)”, 

“US surrender! (美國軟了)”, “Tsai surrenders! (蔡英文軟了)”, “Just Happened! (大事剛發生!).” 

Clickbait often includes inflated language with the hopes of catching a viewer's attention. The use 

of words such as “must”, “cannot miss,” and “surrenders” are carefully selected words with the 

hope of eliciting an emotional response from viewers leading the viewer to select the video (Wu 

et al. 2020). 

The third advantage is that the puppet anchor may enhance the legitimacy of the misinfor-

mation and may help creators target a particular group (i.e., the elderly). The content behind these 

videos is mostly from China Times, a China-affiliated news agency in Taiwan (Kao 2020; Wang 

2020). In a 2019 survey of journalists and editors in Taiwan, 60% chose China Times as the news 

source they would be least likely to read (Hsu 2019). However, puppet anchors transformed con-

tent from China Times to a news program-like format, with an anchor, stage, and transcript which 



 
 

may persuade the audience to believe that it is a kind of independent self-media. Therefore, it may 

serve to enhance the legitimacy of its source.  

 

Future research agenda on puppet anchors and YouTube propaganda 

The last advantage of the puppet anchor approach is the difficulty with which it can be detected. 

Literature on deepfake detection focuses on facial features (Mittal et al. 2020) or the distinct level 

of resolution on the face (Li and Lyu 2018). For these puppet anchors, however, part of their face 

is covered, and the resolution of the videos may not be downgraded. Machine-generated voices 

are used widely in many other types of videos, such as political mockery clips.  

The difficulty of puppet anchor detection is evidenced by the cooperation between the authors 

and YouTube. On October 21st, the authors of this article received a letter from YouTube that they 

noticed the existence of puppet anchors and deleted three channels reported by one author of this 

article. YouTube reviewed the content in these three channels and confirmed that these channels 

violated its misinformation policy.2 Nevertheless, YouTube failed to find the other five channels 

and invited the authors to provide the full list. After the list was provided, the remaining five 

channels were terminated on October 25th for “multiple violations of YouTube policy.” One 

screenshot of the decision to terminate is shown in Appendix A3. YouTube’s decision to terminate 

the eight puppet anchor channels confirms the major findings of this article so far as the collabo-

ration and spread of misinformation. However, the request from YouTube also demonstrates the 

difficulty in detecting puppet anchor videos.  

Given the low-cost, attention-catching, easy-to-spread, hard-to-detect, nature of these videos 

and the potential for auto-generation, it is foreseeable that these puppet anchor channels will 

 
 
2 https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/10834785?hl=zh-Hant. Access: November 18, 2021.  

https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/10834785?hl=zh-Hant


 
 
 

  
 

   

reemerge in the future and across different languages. Unfortunately, we had observed the reap-

pearance of these puppet anchor channels on Youtube after the first eight channels were taken 

down.3 Future work in studying puppet anchors may focus on its linkage to deepfake, cross-plat-

form coordination, and content-detection.  

  

 
 
3 e.g. https://www.youtube.com/user/5alldaylong5/videos  Access: January 31, 2022. 

https://www.youtube.com/c/As%C4%B0GaMeR142/videos  Access: January 31, 2022. 
https://www.youtube.com/user/miguelonna/videos  Access: January 31, 2022. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/user/5alldaylong5/videos
https://www.youtube.com/c/As%C4%B0GaMeR142/videos
https://www.youtube.com/user/miguelonna/videos
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Appendix 

A1. Evidence that the puppet anchor videos were shared on Facebook and Line  

 

https://doi.org/10.1080/17512786.2014.982968


 
 
 

  
 

   

 

 

Screenshot of puppet anchor videos shared on Facebook and Line. August 4, 2021.  

  



 
 

A2. Screenshots of the front page of the identified puppet anchor channels on October 10, 2021 



 
 
 

  
 

   



 
 



 
 
 

  
 

   

 

 

 

  



 
 

Appendix A3. Screenshot for channel No.8 being terminated on November 11, 2021  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 
 
 

  
 

   

A4. Screenshots of the eight puppet anchor YouTube channels on October 10, 2021 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 



 
 
 

  
 

   

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 
 
 

  
 

   

Appendix A5. Simplified Chinese character and terms in the description section of Puppet 

Anchor videos 

 

 

 

 

 

 


